# Financial Bill

**Type:** APRF  
**Number:** 14  
**Quarter:** Spring  
**Year:** 2013  
**Amount:** 700  
**No. of Guests:** 150 (100 Grads)  
**Date:** 4/18/13 - 4/20/13  
**Location:** SME Building  
**Time:** 8:00 AM  
**Duration:** 2.5 Days  
**Requestor:** Monika Sengul-Jones  
**msengul@ucsd.edu**  
**Chad Valasek**  
**cvalasek@ucsd.edu**  

## Event Name

**Feminist Infrastructures and Technocultures: Cross-Disciplinary Legacies and Futures**

---

## Event Description:

Feminist Infrastructures and Technocultures: Cross-Disciplinary Legacies and Futures is an assembly of 60+ faculty members and graduate students from across the UC system involved in the UCHRI-supported working group entitled Feminism and Technology. Working group members’ approaches to feminism and technology crosscut STS (science and technology studies), film and media studies, sci-art, digital humanities, informatics, critical media studies and computer science. The assembly is prompted by the recognition of the need for conversation on actions, tools, and environments for critical practice, networking, and collaboration across fields engaged in work on feminism and technology. Technology is not simply an object of concern but a far-ranging array of modalities of engagement. The aim of the assembly is both attention to infrastructural design and the promotion of experimentation and conversation for future networks and collaboration in scholarly and media-based activism across the campuses. The assembly will begin on the evening of April 18 and ends on the afternoon of April 20, 2013 and consists of performances, panels, presentations and lectures. Saturday, April 20, will consist of graduate student paper presentation and panels. Professors and graduate students from the entire campus will be invited to attend the sessions.

---

## Event History:

**First Time**

## Budgetary Breakup

Catering food: $1700, Travel: $3,788, Lodging: $3,614

---

## Other Considerations / Additional Comments

The event is free and open to the public. All funding is used to support travel for working group members and the cost of catering the event for participants.

---

## Other Sources

UCHRI University of California: $5000, Santa Barbara Center for Information Technology and Society: $1000, UCSD Communication Department: $300, UCSD Visual Arts: Space, UCSD Science Studies: $400 UCSD Critical Gender Studies: $300

---

**Total Budget:** $8,000
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